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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS,
DHUBRI

GR No. 285/2014
U/S 365/34 IPC

STATE OF ASSAM
                                     -VS-

1) RUHUL AMIN SK
2) FULBAR SK
3) SAHANUR RAHMAN……  ACCUSED 

PERSONS

PRESENT:- SMTI. SANGITA HALOI, LL.M., A.J.S.
 JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS

DHUBRI

 FOR THE STATE:- MR.  D.  CHOUDHURY,
LEARNED A.P.P.
 FOR THE ACCUSED:- MR.  K.  A.  SK,  MR.  SAHABUL
AHMED  LEARNED  ADVOCATE
 EVIDENCE RECORDED ON :- 05/03/18,  04/04/18,

07/05/18, 24/05/18, 05/11/18,
19/12/18,  21/01/19,
01/04/19,

 ARGUMENT HEARD ON:-         04/05/19
 JUDGEMENT DELIVERED ON:- 17/05/19

JUDGMENT

1. In this case accused persons namely Ruhul Amin SK and two

others  are  facing  trial  for  the  case  filed  by  the  informant

Keramat Ali, u/s 365/34 IPC.

2. The brief of the prosecution story as revealed from the FIR is

that  on  22/01/14  the  grandson  of  the  informant  named

Khairul @ Sahil went to Alomganj Irani School. But on his way

back  some unknown persons  had kidnapped his  grandson.

Hence the informant filed the case.

3. On receipt of  ejahar vide GD Entry No. 702 dated 23/01/14

the O/C Gauripur P.S registered the case as Gauripur P.S Case

No.  40/2014,  u/s  365  IPC  and  O/C  himself  undertook  to

investigate the case. During the course of investigation the

I.O visited the place of occurrence, recorded the statement of

the  witnesses.   After  completion  of  investigation  the  I.O

submitted the charge sheet against the accused persons u/s
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365/34 IPC and forwarded the case to the court for trial.

4. On receipt of summons the accused persons appeared before

the court. Copies of relevant documents were furnished to the

accused persons under section 207 of Cr. P.C. After hearing

the  learned  counsel  for  both  the  sides  and  on  finding

sufficient  materials  to  presume  that  the  accused  persons

have committed offence punishable under section 365/34 IPC,

the charge u/s 365/34 IPC is framed, read over and explained

to the accused  persons to which they pleaded not guilty and

claimed to be tried.

5. In this case the prosecution examined thirteen numbers of

prosecution witnesses. After closure of prosecution evidence

statement under section 313 of Cr.P.C. were recorded of the

accused persons which were of total denial. Defence side did

not examine any witness. Heard the argument put forwarded

by the learned Counsel  for  both the sides as well  as gone

through the evidence available on record.

6.  Point for determination:-

Whether the accused persons  on 12.01.14

at about 2.30 PM  at Alomganj kidnapped

one  Khairul Islam @ Sahil  and kept him

secretly  or  wrongfully  confined  him  in

furtherance of their common intention and

thereby committed the offence punishable

u/s 365/34 IPC?

Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof:-

7. I have gone through the evidence on record and heard the

learned counsels of both sides and I  shall  now discuss and

decide the points formulated.  

 EVIDENCES

8. In  this  case  Ahibor  Ali  Sk  was  examined  as  PW-1,   Md.

Keramat  Ali Mollah was examined as PW-2, Monowar Hussain

was examined as PW-3,  Gopal Ch. Modak was  examined as
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PW-4, Mirazuddin Sarkar  was as PW-5, Babul Ch. Nath was

examined as PW-6, Nur Islam was examined as PW-7,  Khadija

Begum @ Khatun was examined as PW-8, Ashraful Islam was

examined as  PW-9,  Khairul  Islam@ Sahil  was  examined as

PW-10,  Faruk Md. Khurshid Alom was examined as PW-11,

Rakib  Mondal  was  examined  as  PW-12  and  I.O  Gokul  Ch.

Baruah was examined as PW-13.

9. PW-1  Atibor  Ali  Sk  deposed  that  the  informant  and  the

accused persons are known to him. He said that he heard that

about four years back the grandson of informant had been

kidnapped. He said that after three-four days of the incident

the police called him in the police station and interrogated

him.  

             During his cross examination he said that the

informant and the accused persons reside in the same village.

10. PW-2  Md.  Keramat   Ali  Mollah  deposed  that  he  is  the

informant in this case. Exhibit-1 is the FIR and Exhibit-1(1) is

his signature. He said that his grandson Khairul Islam @ Sahil

was studying in class IV at Erani Shcool.  He deposed that on

22.01.14 his  grandson went  to  school  but  after  school  his

grandson did not return home. He said that at that time he

was at office. He stated that on that day at about 6.30-7.00

PM he received a phone call that his grandson did not arrive

at home and then he rushed to the school. Later at night at

about 10.30 PM he made a verbal intimation before the O/C of

Gauripur P.S and on the next date i.e., 23.01.14 he lodged

ejahar. He stated that on 25.01.14 police had arrested four

persons in connection with the incident.  Later  on 28/01/14

and on 29/01/14 they received a phone call that they would

release Sahil if he paid Rs. 1 crore. Thereafter they demanded

Rs.  40 lakhs.   On 05/02/14 at  about  3.50 PM the accused

persons made a claim of Rs. 3.50 Lakh and accordingly at

about  1.00  PM  they  went  to  the  Bagdogra   and  near

Gangadhar river, father of Sahil paid Rs. 3.50 lakh. But the

accused persons did not release him in spite of paying the

money and told him that he would get back his son. He said

that thereafter on 08/02/14 the accused persons called them
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and  at  about  1.00  PM  they  recovered  Sahil  near  match

factory,  Dhubri.  He said  that  after  getting Sahil,  his  father

visited the police outpost at M Co. road and thereafter visited

Dhubri Sadar Police Station and went to home at about 2.00

a.m. He said that on their interrogation to Sahil he narrated

that after school accused Ruhul Amin told him that he would

take him to his house with his bike. Accordingly, he sat on his

bike  and  thereafter  he  provided  him  sweets  at  Alomgani

Market and Fulbar accompanied with his bike. Thereafter they

took Sahil to Gauripur by saying that they would fill petrol at

Gauripur. After that they took him to Jaleshwar. He said that

there accused Fulbar  made a  phone call  and handed over

Sahil to Maharuddin. He said that accused Maharuddin kept

him in a house saying that he is his grandson. There Sahil

narrated all the facts. Therefore, the villagers told Maharuddin

to take him to his house and leave there. He said that his

grandson came to know that he was taken to Bangladesh. He

said that he could identify the accused persons stood in the

dock.

             During his cross examination he stated that Sahil's

father's  house is  located at  Bilasipara  and he resides  with

him. At the time of incident the age of his grandson was 11

years. He stated that Irani School is at the distance of 2.5 km

from his house and at the time of occurrence his grandson

Sahil used to go to school alone.  He used to go to school by

bicycle about  1 km and thereafter  he used to board other

transportation  like  Magic,  after  keeping  the  bicycle  in  a

house.  He  said  that  police  took  his  statement  in  police

station.  The  house  of  accused  Ruhul  is  approximately  100

meter away and the house of Fulbar is 1 km away from his

house. The house of accused Sahanur is adjacent to him. He

stated that  the accused Ruhul  Amin and Fulbar  are  cousin

brothers.  He stated that he did not state before the police

that  on  28.01.14  accused  demanded  ransom amount  Rs.1

crore, or Rs. 40 lakhs or 3.5 lakhs from them. He stated that

he  did  not  state  before  the  police  about  how  Sahil  was

recovered at 1.00 PM near Junior College.  He stated that he
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did  not  state  before  the  police  about  how  Sahil  reached

Bangladesh or  how Ruhul  and Fulbar  handed over  Sahil  to

Maharuddin.  He  admitted  that  he  did  not  remember  the

phone number through which the accused demanded money.

He  admitted  that  Sahil  used  to  reach  home  2  p.m.  from

school. He stated that a bike was stolen from his house one

month  ago  before  Sahil  was  kidnapped.  He  denied  the

suggestion that he lodged complaint before the villagers on

suspension on Ruhul Hoque that he had stolen his bike. He

denied  the  suggestion  that  there  was  a  quarrel  with  the

accused persons.  He denied  the suggestion  that  a  case  is

pending over land dispute with Sahinur's father.  He denied

the suggestion that they filed the case against the accused

persons on the grudge over playing cricket. He stated that he

was not present at the time of recovery of Sahil. He denied

the suggestion that accused did not kidnap his grandson. He

said  that  during  the  time of  recovery  of  his  grandson  the

accused was in jail.

11. PW-3 Monowar Hussain deposed that the informant and the

accused persons are known to him. He heard that about four

years  back  his  grandson  was  kidnapped  by  the  accused

persons.

               During his cross examination he said that the

accused  are  his  co-workers.  He  did  not  hear  about  any

quarreling between the informant and the accused.

12. PW-4 Gopal Ch. Modak deposed that the informant and the

accused persons  are not known to him. He said that about 3-

4 years back a person had interrogated him relating to kidnap

of a boy. He said that after some days of the incident police

interrogated him.

                During cross examination he stated that he does

not know who kidnapped whom.

13.  PW-5 Mirazuddin Sarkar deposed that the informant and the

accused persons  are not known to him. He does not know

anything about the case. His cross examination was declined

by the defence side.

14. PW-6 Babul Ch. Nath deposed that the informant is known to
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him but the accused persons are not known to him. He said

that the occurrence took place four years back. He said that

the boy who was kidnapped and his son read in same school.

He said that on the day of occurrence he heard that the boy

was kidnapped.

                During his cross examination he stated that he

heard about the incident school but he does not know who

kidnapped the boy.

15. PW-7  Nur  Islam  deposed  that  he  would  recognized  the

informant if he had been him. He said that he does not know

the accused persons.  He said that he heard that one boy who

was  a  student  of  Ghegeralga  got  missing  from  Alomganj

bazaar. But he does not know who kidnapped him. His cross

examination was declined by the defence side.

16. PW-8 Khadija Begum @ Khatun deposed that the informant is

her father. The accused persons are known to her. She said

that on 22nd January her son got missing. She said that when

her son was kidnapped  her became senseless. She stated

that she does not know who kidnapped her son. Her cross

examination was declined by defence side.

17. PW-9 Ashraful Islam deposed that the informant is his father-

in-law. The accused persons are known to him. He said that

on 22.01.14 at about 5.00 PM his brother-in-law's wife called

him and inquired of his son Khairul had reached home. She

said that  Khairul  went  to  Alomgani  Irani  Academy and the

said that his son did not return home. He said that on getting

the  information  he  came  to  his  father-in-law's  house.  He

stated that on 23/01/14 his father in law filed the case. He

said  that  he  heard  that  five  persons  got  arrested  in

connection with this case. They were Fulbar, Ruhul Amin but

he does not know the names of other accused persons. He

said that on 18/01/4 or 29/01/14 he got a call  stating that

Khairul was there in their custody and they asked him to pay

Rs. 1 crore in Krishnai and collect his son. He deposed that on

that day he gave the number to Superintendent of Police and

next day the accused persons called him again and told him

that if he did not pay then they would kill his son. Thereafter
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they  asked  him  to  pay  Rs.  50  lakhs  and  called  him  to

Makrijhora.  When  he  said  that  he  could  not  pay  then  the

accused persons scolded him.  Thereafter  on 05/02/14 they

called  him  and  asked  him  to  pay  Rs.  3.50  lakhs  near

Bagbogra,  Tamarhat.  He  said  that  they  reached  there  at

around 1.00 AM  along with the money.  Then the accused

persons asked them to come to other side. Later he found

them by crossing the char and handed over the money to

them but they did not return Khairul. There they told him that

they would return him on the next day. But on the next day

they  did  not  return  the  child.  Thereafter  on  08/02/14  the

accused called  him and asked him to  come to  BOC More.

Accordingly, he went there and found Khairul near Bhusimari

Junior College after 12 noon. He said that after that police

brought him to Dhubri P.S and Khairul was treated in medical.

He stated that on being asked to Khairul he said that Ruhul

Amin  picked  him  up  from  school  and  fed  paratha  and

rasogolla  and after that they picked him in his bike and after

that Fulbar also came. They told him that they would fill fuel

and after that they took him to char.

              During cross examination he stated that police

recorded  his  statement.  He  stated  that  after  the  arrest  of

Ruhul  Amin  and  Fulbar  Sk,  they  were  behind  the  bar  till

recovery  of  his  son.  He stated that  his  son stays  with  his

father-in-law at Ironzongla. He denied the suggestion that the

accused had  some dispute  with  the  informant  and  due  to

personal grudge the informant filed the case. He denied the

suggestion that Ruhul Amin did not pick his son from school

and later Fulbar came and they told his son that they would

fill fuel. He admitted that he does not know to whom he paid

the money. He admitted that he did not see who picked his

son.

18. PW-10  Khairul  Islam  deposed  that  the  informant  is  his

material grandfather.  He said that the accused persons are

known to him. He deposed that about four years back he was

studying in class IV at Irani School. On that day when he was

coming towards house and he reached Bus stop and accused
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Ruhul Amin caught his hand and offered him tea. After having

tea and paratha  Ruhul Amin picked him in his bike and told

him that he would drop him to Bodertol where he parked his

cycle. Then he sat on his bike and near Alomganj Mango tree

Fulbar also accompanied them in that bike. Thereafter Fulbar

rode the bike and Ruhul was sitting in that bike. When they

reached Bodertol initially he asked them to stop the bike but

the  accused  told  that  first  they  would  fill  petrol.  But  the

accused persons did not enter the petrol pump and they took

him by saying that they were require to collect some money.

He said that thereafter they took him through a village and

there Ruhul Amin called someone and told that “ ata natin

ahibo harinar mangsho khuwabo lagibo”  and went to a hotel.

He said that there Fulbar got down and one person got in the

bike and took him to a school.  He said that there another

person  came and   Ruhul  Amin  sent  him  with  that  person

named  Maharuddin.  He  stated  that  from  there  accused

Maharuddin took him to Bangladesh  in a cycle and thereafter

handed over  him to another  person who took them to  his

house and there they spent the night. He said that in the next

morning the accused persons introduced him a Natin to the

family  members.  He  said  that  after  a  few  days  accused

Maharuddin handed over him to some other persons.  After

few days  they  left  him near  Dhubri  Junior  College and his

father  met  him  there.  He  stated  that  police  took  his

statement through court. He has exhibited his statement as

Exhibit-2 and his signatures as Exhibit-1(1) and Exhibit-1(2).

               During his cross examination he stated that he

stayed with his  Nana from very early age and used to go to

Irani school which is 8 km away from his Nana's house. He

said  that  sometimes his  Mama used to  drop and pick  him

from school and sometimes he used to come to school of his

own. He stated that on the day of incident his Mama did not

pick  or  drop  him.  He  stated  that   Ruhul  Amin's  house  is

situated in the bank of the river and Fulbar's house is about 1

km away from his Nana's house. He stated that except Ruhul

Amin  and  Fulbar  he  did  not  recognize  other  accused.  He
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denied the suggestion that he did not state before the police

or in the Court that Fulbar got down and one person got on

the bike and  Ruhul Amin drove the bike and took him to a

school or then another person came and  Ruhul Amin sent

him and another  unknown person took him to Maharuddin

and from there accused Maharuddin took him to Bangladesh

in a cycle. He denied the suggestion that he did not state

before the police or Court that they handed over him to some

other person and three of them went to his house and in the

next  morning  they  introduced  him  as  Natin  to  the  family

members.  He  also  denied  the  suggestion  that  after  a  few

days Maharuddin did not hand over to some other person and

after that they left him near Dhubri Junior College. He denied

the suggestion that he deposed as taught by his Nana. He

stated that at about 2.00 PM Ruhul Amin offered him sweets

and at that time about 500 public were there in the bazaar.

He said that when they were taking him through train line etc.

he did not raise alarm as they covered his face and out of

fear he did not raise any alarm. He stated that he does not

know where Dhubri College is located from where his father

took him to his house. He said that on his way police and

Magistrate  took  his  statement.  Later  after  a  few  days  his

father again took him to police station. He stated that there

are residences near nana's house but he does not know their

names. He denied the suggestion that Ruhul Amin had land

dispute with his  nana.  He denied the suggestion that  they

had dispute with Ruhul and Fulbar for cricket match.

19. PW-11 Faruk Md. Khurshid Alom stated that the informant is

his father. The accused persons are known to him. He said

that  on  22/01/2014  his  nephew  Khairul@  Sahil  went  to

Alomganj Irana Academy and when he did not return home

they intimidated the matter in Gauripur Police Station stating

that Sahil  was missing. He stated that after two days they

started receiving ransom calls of Rs.1 crore by stating that

Sahil was kidnapped by them. He said that the call was made

in  the  phone  of  Sahil’s  father  named  Ashraful.  Later  the

accused persons agreed to release Sahil if they pay Rs.3.41
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lacs  to  them and after  that  we paid  the amount.  Then on

08/02/14 after 12.00 AM accused called in different places to

hand over Sahil and finally near A.M.Co. Road, Junior College

they recovered Sahil.  He stated that at  that time police of

Dhubri PS was there. He said that since they were intimated

with the police, they brought Sahil to the police station. Later

they took Sahil to home after medical. He stated that later

Sahil  informed  him  that  accused  Ruhul  asked  Sahil  to

accompany him for tea. He said that Ruhul took Sahil  in a

bike  and  made  him  ate  mithai  and  paratha  at  Alomganj

market  and  after  that  Fulbar  accompanied  them  whereby

Ruhul was a pillion rider and Sahil was sitting in middle of two

of them.

               During his cross examination he stated that on the

day of  incident  he was  in  Bongaogaon.  He stated  that  he

went to Gauripur P.S along with his father for intimation. He

stated  in  his  cross  examination  that  the  accused  persons

were  arrested  after  1-2  days  of  the  incident.  He  said  that

police  interrogated  him  many  times  including  the  day  on

which FIR was lodged. He denied the suggestion that he did

not  state  before the police  that  after  two days  he started

receiving ransom calls from Rs. 1 crore by stating that Sahil

was kidnapped by them. He denied the suggestion that he did

not state before the police that they agreed to release Sahil if

they pay Rs. 3.41 lakhs to them. He said that Sahanur is his

next door neighbour. Ruhul Amin and Fulbar are relatives of

Sahinur.  He  stated  in  his  cross  examination  that  prior  to

kidnapping Sahil his bike was missing and later the bike was

recovered  and  the  accused  was  arrested.  He  denied  the

suggestion that they doubted accused for stealing his bike

and for that a chaotic situation occurred in the village against

the accused persons. He denied the suggestion that they had

land  dispute  with  Sahinur  for  boundary.  He  denied  the

suggestion  that  they  organized  a  cricket  tournament  and

there also they had some dispute with the accused persons.

He denied suggestion that he did not state before the police

that on 08/02/14 after 12.00 AM the accused persons called
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in  different  places   to  hand  over  Sahil.  He  denied  the

suggestion that he did not state before the police that near

AM Co Road, Junior College they recovered him and at that

time police of Dhubri P.S was there.  He denied the suggestion

that he did not state before the police that since they were

intimated with then they brought Sahil to the police station

and from there to home. He denied the suggestion that he did

not  state  before  the  police  that  Ruhul  asked  Sahil  to

accompany him for tea and he said Ruhul took him in a bike

and made him eat  mithai  and  paratha  at Alomganj market.

He denied the suggestion that he did not state before the

police  that  after  Fulbar  accompanied  them whereby  Ruhul

was a pillion rider and Sahil was sitting in middle of them and

then Sahil asked them to stop but they said that petrol was

not there in bike and hence they would fill the tank and then

they would drop Sahil.  He denied the suggestion that he did

not state before the police that they did not drop him and

instead  took  him  in  some  other  places.   He  denied  the

suggestion  that  he  did  not  state  before  the  police  that

accordng to Sahil he was taken via Dharmasala to one school

and  they  both  handed  over  Sahil  to  their  person  to

Mohoruddin and he was kept across border for about 18-19

days.  He denied the suggestion that out of land dispute they

falsely framed accused accused in this case.  He denied the

suggestion that they tutored Sahil in this case.

20. PW-12  Rakib  Mondal  deposed  that  the  informant  and  the

accused persons are known to him. He said that on 22.01.14

he heard that Khairul @ Sahil went missing and on getting the

information he came and started searching him. He said that

on 08/02/14 they recovered him from a Junior school. He said

that accused Ruhul informed them that accused Ruhul and

Fulbar  took  him  by  saying  that  they  would  drop  him  in

Alomganj.  But  they  took  and  handed  over  to  some  other

person for money.

              During his cross examination he said that Khairul@

Sahil is his cousin and his father Ashraful is his uncle. He said
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in cross examination that the accused persons are known to

him after their arrest in this case. He admitted that police did

not record his statement.  He denied the suggestion that he

has no knowledge about this case.  He denied the suggestion

that he deposed as stated by Ashraful.

21. PW-13 Gokul Ch. Baruah deposed that the incident happened

on 22/01/14 at about 2.30 p.m. and the case was reported on

23/01/14 at about 11.10 a.m. He deposed that on that day he

was posted as OC at Gauripur P.S and also I.O. of this case. He

said that on 23/01/14 at about 11.10 a.m. informant Keramat

Ali informed him that on 22/01/14 his grandchild Khaidul @

Sahil went missing from Irani School.  He stated that during

the course of investigation he visited the place of occurrence,

recorded  the  statement  of  the  informant  and  other

independent  witnesses.  He  said  that  during  the  course  of

investigation he arrested accused Rahul Amin, Fulbar, Safikul

in  connection  with  this  case  and  they  were  forwarded  to

court. He said that on 10/02/14 he recovered the victim and

was forwarded before the court for recording his statement

u/s.164 CrPC. After finding sufficient materials against them

he submitted the charge sheet against the accused persons.

                   During his cross examination he admitted that he

did not examine any authority of Irani School. He admitted in

cross examination that he did not examine Ajijur Rahman and

Altaf  Hussain  in  this  case.  He  stated  that  the  victim  was

recovered  from  courtyard  of  a  school.  He  stated  that  on

10/02/14  he  recorded  the  statement  of  the  victim  and  on

12.02.14 he forwarded the victim for recording his statement

u/s 164 Cr.PC. He stated in his cross examination that PW-1

Keramat Ali did not state before him how Sahil was handed

over to the accused or taken to Bagladesh. He stated that

PW-9/Ahraful Islam did not state before him that on 28/01/14

or on 29/01/14 he got a call stating that Khairul was there in

their  custody  and  they  asked  him  to  pay  Rs.  1  crore  in

Krishnai  and  collect  his  son  andon  that  day  he  gave  the

number to Supt. of Police and he  again called and said if he
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does not pay then they would kill his son or then he asked

him to  pay  Rs.  50 lakhs  and called  him to  Makrijhora.  He

stated that Ashraful Islam did not state before him that on

05/02/14 they called him nd asked him to pay Rs. 3.5 lakh

near Bagdogra, Tamarhat char.  He stated that Ashraful Islam

did not state before him that they reached about 1 A.M along

with the money and thereafter accused asked him to come

alone  to  other  side.  He  stated  that  Ashraful  Islam did  not

state before him that he handed over the money to them by

crossing the char but he did not return Sahil or they told that

they  would  return  him  on  the  next  day.  He  stated  that

Ashraful Islam did not state before him that on the next day

also they did not return him and on 08/02/14  they called and

asked him to come to BSE More and from there to BSF camp

or he found him near Bhusimari Junior college after 12 noon.

He stated that Ashraful Islam did not state before him that

from  there  police  brought  him  to  Dhubri  P.S  and  he  was

treated in medical or on being asked he said that Ruhul Amin

picked him up from school and fed him one paratha and golla.

He stated that Ashraful Islam did not state before him that

after that accused took him in his bike or after that Fulbar

also came and they told him that they will fill fuel or after that

they took him to char. He stated that PW-10 Khairul did not

state before him that Fulbar got down and one person got in

his bike and Ruhul drove the bike and took him to one school

or then another person came and Ruhul sent him with him

and another  unknown person took him to  Maharuddin  and

from there accused Maharuddin took him to Bangladesh in a

cycle.  He stated that Khairul  did not state before him that

they handed over him to some other person and they three

went to his house and in the next morning they introduced

him as  Natin to the family members and after a few days

Maharuddin handed over him to some other person and after

that they left him in one Dhubri Junior College. He said that as

per the statement of Khairul on 09/02/14 he was recovered

and he was there in his house till 10/02/14. He stated that he

did not state before him that accused Ruhul fed him sweets
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or ride him with other accused.

22. He stated during his cross examination that PW-11 Farud Md.

Khursid Alom did not mention about ransom amount or on

08/02/14 the victim was recovered. He said that PW-11 did

not state before him that Ruhul fed him sweets or ride him

with other accused or handed over to other persons through

Dharmasala.

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE

23.Before appreciating the evidences on record I would like to

reiterate the arguments made by both the sides. According to

the LD. APP the prosecution had examined 13 numbers of

witnesses in support  of  the prosecution case.  According to

him  all  the  witnesses  had  brought  sufficient  evidences

against  the  accused  persons  and  hence  they  should  be

punished accordingly. 

The Ld. Defence counsel had vehemently objected to

the  arguments  of  the  LD.  APP  and  stated  that  all  the

witnesses  are  contradictory  and can  not  be  trusted  at  all.

According to the defence side the informant had some enmity

with  the  accused  and  out  of  grudge  the  informant  had

implicated  the  accused.  They  argued  that  there  is  clear

contradiction as regard to the date of recovery and also the

place from where the victim was alleged to be kidnapped.

They further argued that the witnesses are nothing but the

interested  witnesses.  According  to  the  defence  side  the

prosecution failed to prove that the accused had kidnapped

the victim as alleged in the FIR. The Ld. defence counsels also

argued that the accused were never involved in this alleged

incident  and  police  had  filed  a  false  charge  sheet  without

proper investigation. 

24.I  have considered the evidence of witnesses in the light of

fact appears in the cross examination. From the evidence of

the  informant  it  appears  that  on  22/01/14  his  grandson

Khairul @ Sahil @ Sahin who was studying at Class IV of Irana

School did not come home on that evening. Then he searched
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for  his grand-son in  the school  campus and gave a verbal

intimation in the Gauripur PS about his missing grandson and

later on the next day i.e., on 23/01/14 he lodged the FIR vide

Ext.1. Later on 28/01/14 or 29/01/14 he received a call  for

ransom of Rs.1 crore and finally on 05/02/14 they agreed to

pay  Rs.3.5  lakh  to  those  persons.  According  to  the

informant/PW.2 his son-in-law (father of the victim) PW.9 paid

the  said  3.5  lakh  to  the  miscreants  at  the  char  of  river

Gangadhar.  After  that  the  victim  was  recovered  and  he

narrated  the  incident  as  to  how  the  accused  Ruhul  Amin

picked him after school by offering him a ride to his house. He

also said that later accused Fulbar accompanied Ruhul and

the victim to Jaleshwar.  From there the victim was handed

over  to  some  other  person.  According  to  the  PW.2  the

accused Ruhul offered the victim sweets at Alomganj market

and the said offer was accepted by the victim. According to

the victim/PW.10 also accused Ruhul fed him tea and paratha

at Alomganj market. Corroborating the evidence of PW.2 the

PW.9, PW.11 and PW.12 said that the accused Ruhul came in a

bike  and  later  accused  Fulbar  accompanied  him  to  some

other place in their bike. 

On  this  above  point  the  ld.  defence  counsel

submitted that the PW.2/Pw.9/PW.11 and PW.12 were not the

eye  witnesses  in  this  case.  They have  only  given  hearsay

evidence and hence it is not safe to rely on such evidence as

all the witnesses are interested witnesses. Now the perusal of

the CR shows that the informant had filed this case on the

very next day (23/01/14) of the incident. In the Ext.1/FIR the

PW.2 did not mention the name of the accused as the persons

behind  the  kidnapping  of  his  grandson  who  was  aged  11

years  at  the  time  of  incident.  It  was  the  I.O.  who  had

investigated  the  matter  and  during  the  course  of

investigation he arrested the accused on 27/09/14. During the

cross-  examination  of  the  PW.2  &  PW.11,  the  defence

suggested that prior to filing this case they doubted accused

Ruhul for stealing one bike to which the witness had denied

all the allegation. The defence also contended that the PW.2
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called for a village  shalish for that incident of theft.  But to

substantiate  the  said  allegation  the  defence  side  neither

adduced  any  evidence  nor  produced  any  documents  to  of

that  shalish which purported to be happened between both

sides.  Again  during  the  cross  examination  of  the  PW.10/

victim the defence suggested that the informant had some

land  dispute  with  the  accused.  Thus  it  is  clear  that  on

different stages the defence side had taken different pleas.

But again no any document of so disputed land was produced

before this case. Hence it appears to me that if the informant

side had some antipathy against the accused then he could

have mentioned their  names in  the body of  the  FIR  itself.

Instead  he  filed  the  case  against  some  unknown  person.

Hence I find nothing to believe the contention of the defence

side that the accused was falsely implicated by the informant

and his family members. 

Furthermore  the  defence  side  are  insistent  on

the point that the informant/PW.2 and the PW.9, PW.11 and

PW.12 are interested witnesses  and hence it  would not  be

safe to punish the accused by relying upon the evidence of

such  witnesses.  On  the  point  of  ‘related  witnesses’’  and

‘interested  witnesses’  Hon’ble  SC  time  and  again  had

explained  the  differences  persisted  between  both  the

terminology  ‘related  witnesses’’  and  ‘interested  witnesses’.

The witness may be called ‘interested’ only when he or she

derives some benefits from the result of the case or seeing an

accused person punished. But here in this case the defence

could  not  bring  any  sufficient  evidence  to  show  that  the

accused was having any strain relationship with the informant

or  his  family. As  discussed  in  the  above  para  the  mere

suggestion  on  the  point  of  strain  relation  is  not  appearing

sufficient as the defence side did not produce any evidence in

support of their plea. The victim being the family member of

the informant and the witnesses it does not mean the court

cannot rely on their evidence. 

25. According to the defence side there is clear anomaly on the

date  of  recovery  of  the  victim  and  also  there  is  no
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corroboration  of  the  evidences  of  informant/PW.2  with  the

statement recorded by the I.O. u/s.161 CrPC. 

Now turning to the evidence of PW.13/I.O. he said

the victim was recovered on 10/02/14. According to PW.9 on

08/02/14 he received a call and he was asked to come to BSE

mor Dhubri. When he arrived there, he recovered the victim

after 12 a.m. Hence the date of recovery would obviously be

09/02/14. The evidence of PW.9 was corroborated by PW.2 &

PW.12. The other witnesses did not specify any date about

the recovery. 

This is a case of the year 2014 and the witnesses

have deposed before the court after about 5 years from the

date of occurrence. The human memory is susceptible to fade

with times. The witnesses excluding the PW.13 have deposed

without any record in front of them. Hence in my considered

opinion this is nothing but a minor discrepancy and a minor

discrepancy  in  mentioning  the  date  in  my  opinion  is  not

disastrous for the prosecution case. 

Further  the  perusal  of  the  CD  shows  that  the

statement  of  the informant  was  recorded on 23/01/14 i.e.,

soon after the FIR was lodged. The FIR shows the same was

lodged against some unknown persons and his statement was

recorded in the very initial stage of investigation. At that time

the victim was also not recovered by the I.O. But deposition of

the PW.2 which was recorded by this court contains both the

incidents which happened prior to the recovery of the victim

and also after the recovery was made. The evidence of PW.2

makes it clear that the victim had reported the incidents to

him after the recovery was made. Hence his evidence cannot

be washed away in toto. 

26.The perusal of  CR shows that except the PW.2/PW.9/PW.10-

vicitm/PW.11/PW.12  the  other  witnesses  including

PW.1/PW.3/PW.4/PW.6/PW.7  were  the  independent  witnesses

and they all have given only hearsay evidence in this case.

According to these witnesses they all  have heard about an

incident  of  kidnapping.  But  none  of  these  witnesses  could

recognise  the  accused  and  hence  it  appears  that
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PW.1/PW.3/PW.4/PW.6/PW.7  have  not  supported  the

prosecution case. The PW. 5 knew nothing about this case. 

Here the mother  of  the victim of  examined as

PW.8 and she said that on 22nd January her son went missing

and on hearing the news she became unconscious. She said

that  she did  not  know who kidnapped her  son.  Her  cross-

examination was declined by the defence side. The defence

side  had hammered the prosecution  on the  point  that  the

mother of the victim herself had not supported the case of

the prosecution. The PW.10 being the victim said that he had

shared the incident with his mother but even after that PW.8

did  not  state  anything  implicating  the  accused.  But  just

because the mother of the victim was silent that does not

imply that the evidence of the other witnesses including the

victim  could  be  washed  away  if  there  are  substantial

evidences are available against the accused. Hence now let

me move to the evidence of the victim in this case.

27. Now  coming  to  the  key  witness  of  this  case  i.e.,  the

victim/PW.10 Khairul Islam, he during his evidence said that

when  he  was  coming  towards  house  after  school,  he  met

accused Ruhul Amin near the bus stop and he offered him a

cup of tea. After having tea and paratha accused Ruhul Amin

picked him in his bike and told him that he would drop him to

Botertol where he parked his cycle. Then he sat on his bike

and near Alomganj Mango tree Fulbar also accompanied in

that  bike.  Thereafter  Fulbar  rode  the  bike  and  Ruhul  was

sitting in that bike. When they reached Botertol they asked

then he asked to stop the bike but the accused told that they

would fill petrol. But the accused persons did not enter the

petrol  pump and they took him by saying that  they would

require to collect money. After that the accused handed over

him to some other persons named Maharuddin but the said

accused was not arrested in this case. He said that he was

taken to Bangladesh by the accused Maharuddin.  Later  he

was handed over to some other persons and they released

him in Dhubri. 

At  this  point  once again  I  would  like  to  mention the
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arguments  which  the  defence  side  had placed against  the

testimony  of  the  victim/PW.10.  The  LD.  defence  counsel

vehemently argued that :

 The victim was a matured school going child and he

used  to  go  to  school  of  his  own.  According  to  the

defence side the victim could have raised alarm when

the accused rode him. 

 None  of  the  teacher/authority  of  Irana  School  was

examined  in  this  case.  They  further  contented  that

evidence  of  the  PW.10  shows  that  nowhere  the

accused forced him and according to the defence side

the  victim  had  falsely  implicated  the  accused  on

instigation of the PW.2. 

 According  to  the  defence  side  the  PW.13/I.O.  totally

failed to apprehend the said Maharuddin or the other

persons who had received the ransom from the father

of the victim. 

 According to them there is various anomaly as regard

to the place of occurrence or the ransom alleged to be

paid and also on the point as to how the victim was

transported to Bangladesh in a bicycle where there is

boundary fencing.

  Further the defence side alleged that the I.O. did not

obtain any call detail report in this case and according

to the defence side from paying ransom to recovering

the victim, throughout these periods the accused were

behind the judicial custody.  

 Hence  they  argued  that  the  accused  were  no  way

connected  in  this  case.  Thus  the  defence  side  had

pressed  on  the  point  that  due  to  the  faulty

investigation the accused being the innocent persons

were wrongly implicated in this case. 

      Now it is already clear from the evidences of the

PW.2/informant and the father of the victim that at the time of

incident the victim used to stay with the informant. It is also

not disputed that the accused Ruhul Amin was the neighbor

of the informant and accused Fulbar Sk also resides in the
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same locality. Hence it is quite natural that the accused were

familiar  to  the  victim  as  they  were  the  neighbor  of  his

grandfather/PW.2. Hence it is fairly believable that the victim

being a child of 11 years had believed the offer made by the

accused about offering food following a ride to his residence.

On the point of offering paratha the defence side did not raise

any objection. At this point I had also gone through the Ext.2

i.e., the statement of the victim recorded u/s.164 CrPC. The

Ext.2 was recorded on 12/02/14 i.e., soon after the recovery

was made. As per the statement his age was 11 years and he

stated  before  the  concerned  Learned.  Magistrate  that

accused Ruhul had offered him tea and offered him ride to his

residence. Later Fulbar accompanied him and he was handed

over to one Maharuddin and later his father recovered him.

Hence from that point the court can draw a presumption that

the victim had met the accused on the date of incident and

the evidence of the PW.10 is appearing cogent, trustworthy

and  without  any  exaggeration  and  I  find  no  reason  to

disbelieve the victim in this case. 

The evidence of Pw.2 shows that on the date of

incident he had visited the Irana School prior to filing of FIR

and he defence side did not give even a suggestion for that

part of evidence. Furthermore it is the sole duty of the I.O. to

initiate an investigation in a certain manner which includes

visiting a particular place or listing anyone as a witness. But

just because the school authority was not examined that does

not render the whole testimony of the victim as unbelievable.

I find no force on this submission due to the settled position

of law that if a witness is otherwise reliable and trustworthy,

the fact  sought to be proved by that  witness need not be

further  proved  through  other  witnesses.  Thus  from  the

testimony of the PW.10/victim it appears that accused Ruhul

Amin and Fulbar had taken away the victim (aged 11 years at

the time of incident and thus minor) without the consent of

his guardian. Now let me see if the acts of the accused had

fulfilled the ingredients u/s.365 IPC. 
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Section 359. Kidnapping

Kidnapping  is  of  two  kinds:  kidnapping  from

India, and kidnapping from lawful guardianship.

Section 360. Kidnapping from India

Whoever conveys any person beyond the limits

of India without the consent of that person, or of some person

legally authorised to consent on behalf of that person, is said

to kidnap that person from India.

    Section  361.  Kidnapping  from  lawful

guardianship

Whoever  takes  or  entices  any  minor  under

sixteen years of age if a male, or under eighteen years of age

if  a  female,  or  any  person  of  unsound  mind,  out  of  the

keeping of  the lawful  guardian of  such minor or person of

unsound mind, without the consent of such guardian, is said

to kidnap such minor or person from lawful guardianship.

Explanation: The  words  “lawful  guardian”  in  this  section

include  any  person  lawfully  entrusted  with  the  care  or

custody of such minor or other person.

Exception:  This section does not extend to the act of any

person who in good faith believes himself to be the father of

an illegitimate child, or who in good faith believes himself to

be entitled to lawful custody of such child, unless such act is

committed for an immoral or unlawful purpose.

Section  363.  Punishment  for

kidnapping

Whoever kidnaps any person from India or from

lawful guardianship, shall be punished with imprisonment of

either  description  for  a  term  which  may  extend  to  seven

years, and shall also be liable to fine.

Section 365. Kidnapping or abducting with intent

secretly and wrongfully to confine person

Whoever  kidnaps  or  abducts  any  person  with

intent  to  cause  that  person  to  be  secretly  and  wrongfully

confined,  shall  be  punished  with  imprisonment  of  either

description for a term which may extend to seven years, and

shall also be liable to fine.
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Under Indian law kidnapping is  defined as two

categories  i.e.  kidnapping  from India  and  kidnapping  from

lawful guardian. If a minor is kidnapped, without the consent

of  the  guardian,  the  same  constitute  an  offence.  Minor’s

consent is not considered as consent in law. In the present

case, the accused taken away the victim by picking him after

school and without obtaining any consent from his guardians. 

1. According to PW.10/victim it was some Maharuddin who had

kept  him  confined.  But  the  I.O.  did  not  initiate  any

investigation to identify that Maharuddin. Hence as regard to

the place of confinement of the victim there is absolutely no

evidence before the court. 

There  is  nothing  in  record  to  show  that  the

accused  Ruhul  Amin  or  Fulbar  or  Shahanur  had  kept  the

victim confined along with them. The victim said that he was

kept  in  Bangladesh  but  the  Ld.  Defence  counsel  rightly

confirmed that how the victim was transported to that place

is not clear in this case. Further on the point of demanding or

receiving  ransom,  there  is  no  evidence  to  show  that  the

accused made the calls to the victim’s family member. The

father of the victim/PW.11 said he paid the money to some

persons but he did not name the accused persons.

2.  Here the accused was charged for the offence punishable

u/s.365  IPC.  But  to  constitute  an  offence  u/s.365  IPC  the

prosecution has to prove that the accused had kept the victim

confined  or  kept  him  secretly  in  certain  place.  But  the

evidence of the prosecution witness including the I.O. shows

that they had deposed only till the fact that the accused had

handed over the victim to some third person. Hence I  find

sufficient  evidence  about  the  fact  that  the  accused  Ruhul

Amin and Fulbar had kidnapped the victim from the lawful

guardianship without their consent. 

3. Child  protection  is  one  of  the  important  Global  issue  and

number  of  International  Convention  are  adopted  regarding

protection of children from trafficking. Now a day trafficking

of children has many dimensions. Children are trafficked for

various  purposes  like  force  labour,  bonded  labour,  drugs
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smuggling, arm smuggling, child soldier, organ trafficking and

various form of physical and sexual abuses.

4. In  this  present  case  apparently  the  intention  behind  the

kidnapping was to hand over the victim to other person for

whatever reason may be. Although the accused person was

facing trial  u/s  365 IPC  but  the purpose  and intent  of  the

kidnapping provided u/s 365 Cr.P.C. is secretly and wrongfully

confinement  is  not  proved.  Mere  kidnapping  of  a  minor  is

punishable  u/s  363  IPC.  Now  in  view  of  Sec.221  CrPC  it

appears that no prejudice will be caused to the accused if the

accused were convicted u/s. 363 IPC instead of Sec.365 IPC.

5. From the above discussion, this Court is of opinion that the

prosecution has proved the ingredients of section 363 IPC for

kidnapping a minor out of the possession of lawful guardian

without consent of such guardian. It is further appears from

the evidences that both the accused co-jointly executed the

offence. Hence it can be presumed that the accused Ruhul

Amin and Fulbar Sk had acted with common intention. 

6. Accordingly the accused Ruhul Amin and Fulbar Sk are found

guilty for kidnapping Khairul Islam, a minor aged 11 years on

22/01/14 at about 2.30 p.m. from Alomganj, Dhubri from his

lawful  guardianship  and they are  accordingly  convicted u/s

363/34 IPC.

7.  I  find  no  sufficient  evidence  against  the  other  accused

namely Sahanur Rahman and accordingly he is acquitted of

all the charges u/s.365/34 IPC and set at liberty forthwith. 

8.  I  have  considered  the  case  for  granting  benefit  of  the

Probation of Offenders Act, to the accused person/convicts. It

is found that the accused persons/convicts kidnapped a minor

and taking him to somewhere else. The act of the accused

/convicts are found to be very serious and liable to seriously

dealt with by the Court of Justice. Therefore, benefit of the

Probation  of  Offenders  Act,  cannot  be  extended  to  the

accused person/convicts.
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9.  I have examined the accused persons/convicts on quantum

of sentence. The accused persons/convicts beg apology and

also  stated  that  their  case  may  be  considered  for  lenient

punishment  on  the  ground  that  they  are  the  sole  earning

members of their family. I have considered the submission of

the accused person/convicts. 

10. Ingredients of offence u/s 363/34   IPC is proved against the

accused  /convicts.  The  accused  persons/convicts  are  the

neighbors of the victim and the accused/convicts kidnapping

a minor without consent of his guardian is a serious offence.

Accordingly the accused/convicts Ruhul Amin and Fulbar Sk

are convicted and sentenced u/s 363/34   IPC with R.I. for a

period of three ( 3) years each and with fine of Rs. 5,000/-

each i/d to suffer S.I. for one month.

11.It  is  found  that  the  accused/convicts  were  arrested  on

27/01/14 and they were released on bail on 13/03/14. Hence

the  period  undergone,  by  the  accused  persons/convicts

during the course of investigation, enquiry and trial is to be

set off.

12.The  fine  amount,  if  realized,  be  given  to  the  victim  as

compensation  and till  the  victim appears  for  receiving  the

same, the amount will be deposited in the State Exchequer in

appropriate head of account.

13. Furnish  a  certified  copy  of  the  Judgment  to  the  convicted

persons free of cost.

14. Given under my hand & seal of this Court and delivered in the

open Court on this 17th day of  May, 2019 at Dhubri.

 (SANGITA HALOI)
                      Judicial Magistrate First Class

Dhubri
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                               APPENDIX

PROSECUTION WITNESSES:

1. P.W-1  ATIBAR ALI SK
2. P.W.2- MD. KERAMAT ALI MOLLAH
3. P.W.3- MONOWAR HUSSAIN
4. P.W.4- GOPAL CH. MODAK
5. P.W.5- MIRAZUDDIN SARKAR
6. P.W.6- BABUL CH. NATH
7. P.W.7- NUR ISLAM
8. P.W.8- KHADIJA VEGUM @ KHATUN
9. P.W.9- ASHRAFUL ISLAM
10. P.W.10- KHAIRUL ISLAM @ SAHIL @ 

SAHIN
11. PW.11- KHURSHID ALOM
12. PW.12- RAKIB MANDAL
13. PW.13- GOKUL CH. BARUAH

COURT WITNESSES :

Nil

DEFENCE WITNESSES :

Nil

EXHIBITED DOCUMENTS: ( PROSECUTION)

1. EXT.1- FIR.

2. EXT.2-  STATEMENT  OF  THE  VICTIM

U/S.164 CrPC

3. EXT.3 CHARGESHEET. 

           (SANGITA HALOI)
                      Judicial Magistrate First Class,  

   Dhubri


